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Abstract 
We study substitutions preserving Abelian square-free words and the more general notion of 
substitutions with bounded Abelian squares. In particular, we prove the existence of algorithms 
deciding whether a substitution mapping each letter into a set of commutatively equivalent words 
belongs to one of these classes. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Repetitions are one of the main topics in the study of avoidable regularities in words. 
The reader is referred to [l] for a comprehensive summary. 
In literature, among several generalizations of the notion of repetition, an important 
place is occupied by Abelian squares. An Abelian square is the concatenation of two 
words which are permutations of each other. It is easily seen that, on a 3-letter alphabet, 
any word of length 8 contains an Abelian square. On the contrary, the existence of 
an unending word on 4 letters without Abelian squares among its factors (Abe/k 
square-free word), conjectured by Erdiis [5] in 1961, was proved by KeGnen [7] 
more than 30 years later. Unending Abelian square-free words on larger alphabets had 
been previously found [6,8]. Abelian repetitions of larger exponent were considered in 
[41. 
The Abelian square-free words exhibited in the quoted papers are obtained by iter- 
ation of morphisms preserving Abelian square-free words (Abelian square-free mor- 
phisms). An effective characterization of Abelian square-free morphisms defined on 
alphabets with 6 or more letters can be found in [2]. The more general notion of a 
finite substitution preserving Abelian square-free words (Abelian square-free 
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substitution) was used by the author to prove the exponential growth of Abelian square- 
free words on 4 letters [3]. 
Till now, iteration of Abelian square-free substitutions seems to be the only known 
method to systematically produce Abelian square-free words. 
The aim of this paper is the study of Abelian square-free substitutions. We introduce 
the more general notion of a finite substitution with bounded Abelian squares, i.e. of a 
finite substitution such that the length of the Abelian squares occurring in the images 
of Abelian square-free words is upper bounded by a constant. 
In order to describe the main results of this paper, we need to introduce some 
definitions. They will be repeated, in a more formal way, in the next section. 
Two words are said to be commutatively equivalent if they are permutations of 
each other, like e.g. abcab and baabc. A finite substitution is said to be commuta- 
tively functional if any letter is mapped onto a set of commutatively equivalent words. 
The class of commutatively functional substitutions obviously contains all the mor- 
phisms of free monoids, but also the Abelian square-free substitutions considered in 
[3]. A finite substitution is said to be commutatively injective if words which are not 
commutatively equivalent are mapped into words which are not commutatively equiv- 
alent. To any commutatively injective finite substitution C, we can effectively associate 
a finite set ZO (see Eq. (1 l)), whose elements are tuples constituted by 3 letters and 
a vector. 
The main result of this paper is an effective characterization of commutatively func- 
tional Abelian square-free substitutions. More precisely, we prove that a commutatively 
functional substitution o is Abelian square-free if and only if it satisfies the following 
three conditions: 
1. It is commutatively injective. 
2. No ‘short’ Abelian square occurs in the images of Abelian square-free words. 
3. The set pscb does not intersect a certain finite set T. 
Here, by ‘short’ Abelian square we mean that at least one of its two commutatively 
equivalent halves occurs in an image of a letter. 
There is a difference between the cases where the considered finite substitution is 
defined on 4 letters or more. Indeed, if (r is defined on more than 4 letters, then 
we can explicitly list the elements of the finite set T quoted above. Thus, the pre- 
vious characterization gives an algorithm to decide whether a commutatively fimc- 
tional substitution is Abelian square-free. If, on the contrary, o is defined on 4 letters, 
then we are not able to give explicitly the elements of T. Thus, although an al- 
gorithm exists to decide whether a commutatively functional substitution, defined on 
4 letters, is Abelian square-free, we do not know how such a decision should be 
taken. 
If we consider finite substitutions which are not commutatively functional, then con- 
ditions l-3 above do not characterize Abelian square-free substitutions. However, we 
show that any finite substitution satisfying conditions l-3 is Abelian square-free. 
We give also an effective characterization of commutatively functional substitu- 
tions with bounded Abelian squares. Indeed, we show that a commutatively functional 
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substitution cr has bounded Abelian squares if and only if it is commutatively injective 
and ZG does not intersect a certain finite set. 
An interesting property concerning commutatively functional substitutions with 
bounded Abelian squares defined on 5 or more letters is also established. It ensures 
that, in order to check the Abelian square-freeness of an image of an Abelian square- 
free word, it is sufficient to check the Abelian square-freeness of its factors which are 
images of words of length 2. 
A fundamental role in the proof of the aforementioned results is played by the 
existence, under suitable conditions, of Abelian square-free words on 4 letter of the 
form aubvc, where a, b, c are assigned letters and u, v are words whose Par&h vectors 
have an assigned difference. Words of this kind are obtained by applying an interesting 
property of consecutive factors of the infinite sequence of Keranen, namely that the 
difference between their Par&h vectors diverges with their lengths. 
Some proofs required the aid of machine computation. The simple needed codes were 
written in Modula-2 and compiled in the MacMeth environment on a Power Macintosh 
7500/100. 
The paper is organized as follows: the basic definitions necessary for our purpose 
are presented in the next section. Section 3 is devoted to the construction of Abelian 
square-free words with a particular structure. In Section 4, we present the main results, 
concerning Abelian square-free substitutions and substitutions with bounded Abelian 
squares. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let A be a finite set or alphabet. We denote, respectively, by A* and ZA the free 
monoid and the free Z-module generated by A. The elements of A are called letters 
and those of A* words. In particular, the neutral element of A* or empty word is 
denoted by E. 
We say that a word u E A* is a factor (respectively, a prefix, a sufix) of another 
word v E A* if there exist x, y E A* such that v =xuy (respectively, v = y, u =nu). 
A factor u of v is proper if u # v. 
The sets of the factors, prefixes, suffixes of a word w are denoted, respectively, by 
Fact(w), Pref(w), Suff(w). More generally, if L Z A*, then Fact(L) = lJwEL Fact(w), 
PrefG) = UwEL Pref(w), Suff(L) = UwEL Suff(w). 
The mirror image of a word w = ala2 . . . a,,, (ai E A, 1 d i < n) is the word wM = 
a,a,_l . . . al. 
The b-module ZA is partially ordered by the relation <, defined by 
u<u’ if u’ - u has non-negative components. 
The Z-submodule generated by a subset V of ZA will be denoted by (V). 
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The number of occurrences of a letter a E A in a word w E A* is denoted by [WI,. 
[WI = CaEA Iw I, is the length of w. The set of the words of A* of length n is denoted 
by A”. 
The application + : A* + ZA defined by e(w) = ( JwI,),~A is a monoid morphism of 
A* into the additive structure of ZA. It/(w) is said to be the Parikh vector of the word 
w. The kernel congruence of $ is denoted by N and is said to be the commutative 
equivalence on A*. 
For any u E ZA we denote by e(u) the sum of the components of u and by /lull its 
Euclidean norm. Remark that c!‘($(w)) = /WI, for any w EA*, and $(A*) = {u E ZA 1 
u>O}. 
For any w, w’ E A*, we set d(w, w’) = III&W’) - +(w)ll. The function A is a pseudo- 
metrics on A* and one has A(w, w’) = 0 if and only if w N w’. 
An Abelian square is any non-empty word of the form w’ with r-r’. A word is 
said to be Abelian square-free if none of its factors is an Abelian square. We shall 
denote respectively by Y(A) and 9(A) the set of the Abelian squares and of the 
Abelian square-free words on the alphabet A. 
Let A, B be two finite alphabets. A substitution a : A* -+ B* is any monoid mor- 
phism of A* into the subset monoid of B *. Its domain is the set dam(a) = {w E A* I 
a(w) # 0). The substitution a is #finite if a(A) is a hnite subset of B*. 
We shall often identify a monoid morphism h : A* -+ B*, with the finite substitution 
h’ defined by h’(w) = {h(w)}, w E A*. 
We remark that, for any substitution a : A* + B*, if U, U’ E A* and u N u’, then there 
is a one-to-one correspondence associating any word of 
equivalent word of a(u’). 
a(u) with a commutatively 
A substitution a: A* -+ B* is said to be commutatively injective if 
(u&A*, v E a(u), v’ E a(u’), v N v’) +- u N u’, 
i.e. if words which are not commutatively equivalent are mapped into words which 
are not commutatively equivalent. We remark that it is effectively decidable whether a 
finite substitution a : A* --) B* is commutatively injective. 
Indeed, the elements of @(a(u)) (uEA*) are the sums CaEA Ce,tiCGCanxa,ee, with 
Xa,e 2 0 and I&$(++) xu,e = Jz.&. One derives that a is commutatively injective if and 
only if the solutions of the linear system CaEA CeEti,(a(o))xa,ee = CoEA CeEJICaCa)) ya+e 
(in the semiring of non-negative integers) are also solutions of the linear system 
{C eE$(a(a))Xa~e - c ecti(c(a)) y,,,, a E A}, or, equivalently, if and only if the homo- 
geneous linear system 
linearly depends on the homogeneous linear system 
C C z,,,e=O. 
&A e@(a(a)) 
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With any commutatively injective substitution CJ: A* --t B*, one can associate a linear 
application d : (t&o(A))) + ZA, making the following diagram commutative: 
‘ZA 4-f--- W(4A)N 
Such a linear application is defined by 6:(&A &ti(o(a)) .+e) = (&+(+)) &,&A. 
The definition is consistent, in view of the previous remarks. In order to simplify 
notation, we shall look at c? as a partially defined function of ZB. 
A substitution rs : A* ---) B* is said to be commutatively functional if dom(cr) = A* 
and,forallaEA,v,v’Ea(a),onehasvNv’. Clearly, if o is commutatively functional, 
then, for all w E A*, the words of a(w) are commutatively equivalent. 
Now, we introduce the main objects of this paper. For any substitution CJ : A* -+ B*, 
the set Y(o) = Y(B) n Fact(o(F(A))) is the set of the Abelian squares of rr. In other 
terms, Y(a) contains the Abelian squares occurring in the images of Abelian square- 
free words. A substitution a : A* + B* is said to be with bounded Abelian squares 
if a(A) $ {a}, and Y(a) is a finite set. If, moreover, Y(a) is empty, then a is an 
Abelian square-free substitution. 
3. Structure of Abelian square-free words 
In this section, we shall exhibit some Abelian square-free words with some useful 
properties. 
All through this section, unless differently stated, A will denote the 4-letter alphabet 
{0,1,2,3} and h:A* -+A* the morphism of Keranen, defined by 
h(0)=0120232123203231301020103101213121021232021013- 
010203212320231210212320232132303132120, 
h(l) = c@(O)), 
h(2) = cp(h( 1 ))> 
h(3) = V@(2)), 
where ‘-’ denotes the concatenation of words and cp is the ‘circular’ automorphism 
induced by ~(0) = 1, cp( 1) = 2, (p(2) = 3, (p(3) = 0. 
The morphism h is Abelian square-free [7]. Moreover, it is commutatively injective, 
and therefore we can consider the linear function i : (t&h(A))) -+ ZA such that i$h = +. 
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Our first goal is to prove that, by repeatedly applying the morphism of Keranen to 
an Abelian square-free word, one obtains a word where long consecutive factors are 
very far, from each other, with respect to the pseudo-metrics A (cf. Proposition 1). 
The proof is rather technical and requires several steps. 
Remark that &u)=um-‘, where m =(Ih(~)lb)~,b~~. The matrix m is given by 
19 21 27 18 
18 19 21 27 
21 27 18 19 
One easily checks that mmT =491+ 1794U+ 12V, where 
and T denotes matrix transposition. Consequently, for all u E dam(i), one has 
1141 = 
= 
2 
IlRu)mll 
d (b>m>(Ru)m)T 
d 49il(u)(ii(u))T + 1794L(u)U(X(u))T + 12L(u)V(L(u))T 
7llku)ll (1) 
for U, V are associated with positive semi-defined quadratic forms. Moreover, since 
the sum of the elements of any row of m is 85, one has 
d(u) = Q&u)m) = 85Q&(u)). (2) 
Now consider the set 
YA =A3 x ZA = {( ao,%az,u) I ao,a1,a2 E4 UC @A). 
In such a set, we can introduce the relation R defined as follows: one has 
(~o,~~,~z,u)R(~o,~t,~z,u’) 
(ai, bi E A, i = 0, 1,2, u, U’ E ZA) if there exist Xi E A* such that 
xiuj E Pref (h(bi)), i = 0, 1,2, (3) 
u’ = h(u - 4+0x2) + 2$(x1)). (4) 
It should be clear that, for any element a E ZA, there are finitely many /3 E 9~ such 
that c&B, and they are effectively computable. 
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The interest in the relation R is motivated by the following technical lemma. 
Lemma 1 (Carpi [3]). If one has ~i,.s~,+vEA*, ao,a1,a2EA and 
sis2a2 E Fact(h(w)), a0 E Pref(siszrz), al E Pref(szaz), 
then there exist r-1, rz E A*, bo, bl, b2 E A such that 
qr2b2 E Fact(w), ~1.~2~22 E Fact(h(rirzbz)), 
bo E Pref(riqbz), bl E Pref(qbz), 
(~O~QWG~ $(a) - $f(sl )YWo,h,h VW) - WI 1). 
If a=(as,ai,a2,u)~ 9~) then we write l]clll and &(a) instead of 11~11 and L’(u), 
respectively. Moreover, we set 
Lemma 2. Suppose a, /? E YA, c&/3. 
l Zf lQcr)l< 1 then one has [e(B)1 d 1 and either llclll> llbll or llclll <m/6. 
l Zf l~‘(a)l<2 then one has le(fi)I ~2 and either ll~ll> llfill or llclil <a. 
Finally, if It(a)I >2 then one has lQP)I < le(cl)l. 
Proof. Set c1= (ao,ai, a2, u), B = (bo,bl, b2, u’), (ai, bi E A, i = 0, 1,2, U,U’ E ZA). Then, 
there are xi E A* satisfying (3) and (4). In view of (2), one has 
1 
IW = -V(a) - lxox2l + 21Xlll < 85 
l4~)l - 2 + 2 
85 (5) 
since ]\xiJ - IxoII<84 and ]lxll - ]x2)lG84. 
First, we consider the case where IQ or)] d 1. In view of (5), one has It(P)\ < 1 and 
Ixox2I - 21x11 =/(cr)(mod85). By (l), 
lblI2 lb - Wox2) + awl III - M~711811 -M, 
where 
M= max 
xiEPref(h(A)), i=O, I,2 
II - IcI(xox2) + Wh)II. 
lx& I-21x1 1 =!(a) (mod 85) 
We conclude that either 1]~1]>]]/3]1 or ]]cl]] >71]/?]] - M>711a]( - M, and therefore, 
/la/l <M/6. By machine computation, one gets i = m//6. 
The case where It( < 2 can be treated similarly. 
Finally, if (/(a)1 >2, then by (5) one gets ]e(cc)] > //(/?)I. 0 
Lemma 3. For any CI E _!$‘A there exists an integer n 20 such that whenever 
a = aoRalR . . . Ra, 
(ai E ?&, 0 <i <n) there exists an index j, 0 <j <n such that aj E 3’;. 
one has 
(6) 
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Proof. First, we verify the statement in the case that l/(a)1 d 1. By machine computa- 
tion one can verify that the statement is true when llall< m/6. Thus we suppose 
II 0: II > m/6 and proceed by induction on II c1 II. There are finitely many /3 E 9A such 
that crR/?. For each one of them, one has llall> llfill by Lemma 2, and therefore, for the 
sake of induction, we can suppose that there exists an integer nb > 1 such that if one 
has b = alRa2R.. . Rcl,, (ai E L&, 1 <idn) then aj E 9’ for a suitable j, 1 <j<<nb. 
Now, it is clear that if n is the maximal ng and (6) is verified, then aj E 9; for a 
suitable j, 1 <j ,< n. 
In the case that l{(a)1 = 2, one can proceed in a similar way. 
Finally, in the general case, one can achieve the proof by making induction on 
l4~)l. 0 
Now, we are ready to prove the announced result concerning the distance of con- 
secutive factors, with respect o the pseudo-metrics A, in words obtained by iterated 
application of the morphism of Keriinen. 
Proposition 1. For all integer n >O, there exists an integer k such that if one has 
r,r’ EA*, rr’ E Fact(hk(9(A))), lrr’l>2 - 85k, then A(r, r’)>n. 
For any n > 0, we shall denote by Z,, the minimal k satisfying the previous statement. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, there exists k>O such that for all tl E 9~ with [[all <n, if 
a=aoRalR...Ruk, then ajET’ for some j, O,<j<k. 
By contradiction, suppose r, r’ E A*, rr’ E Fact(hk(9(A))), Irr’I >2. 85k, A(r, r’) <n. 
Set 
q0 = 6 r’ = r2,0a2,0, az,oEA if r’#s, 
r = q0U2,0, r2,0 = r’, az,oEA if r’=E, 
and denote by ao,o,al,o the first letter of rl,orz,oaz,o and rz,oaz,o, respectively. By 
iterated application of Lemma 3, we can find rl,i, rz,i E A*, ao,i, Ul,i, a2,i E A (1 <i < k) 
such that 
(ao,i--l,ul,i--l,uz,i-l,Il/(r2,~-1) - ~(rl,i--1))R(uo,~,ul,~,u2,i,~(r2,i) - W+l,i)), 
ao,i E FWqir2,iaa,i), qi E Pref(rz,ia2,i), 
ri,ir2,ia2,i E Fact(hk-‘(P(A))), rr’ E Fact(h’(ri,ir2,iaz,i)), 
for 1 <i Gk. Since A(rl,o, qo) G A(r, r’)+ 1 Gn, one has (ao,j, ai,Z, az,j, $(r2,j)-$(ri,Z)) 
E 9; for a suitable j, 0 <j <k, that is, Il/(rz,j) - +(ri,j) = - &$(az,j) + 26i$(ai,j) - 
bO+(UO,j) for some 60,6i, 82 E (0, 1) or, equivalently, rl,jUl,j261 N ~2,jU0,jsaU2,j62. 
If Iri,jl<&, then one has ri,j =e, 60 = 1, Irz,jI =26i - 60 - 82 < 1 and therefore 
Irl,jr2,ja2,ZI G2; if Irz,jJ < 61, th en one has r2,j = E, 61 = 1, Iri,jI =60 + 82 - 261 <O 
and therefore, again, Irl,jr2,ja2,jI ~2; Anally, if Irl,jI > 60 and Irz,jI > 61 then one has 
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rl,j =Uo,j6'S, Q,j=Ul,j ‘IS’, for suitable S,S’ EA*, Sat,j” N ai,j l--61ya2 .62 rl,jr2,ja2,j = 
Q,jsoSUl,j6'Ul,j 1-61S'U2,j62U2,j l-*2 ~ao,~*Oa2,~ 1-g2, by the Abelian squar&reeness of this 
word, and therefore, again, ]rt,jr2,jaz,jI <2. This yields a contradiction, since rr’ E Fact 
(ti(rt,jr2,jaz,j)) and jrr’l<2.85j. q 
The elements of the set K = U,“=, Fact(hk(0)) are the factors of Kertinen sequence. 
By Proposition 1, one derives immediately the following corollary, which solves a 
question raised in [2]. 
Corollary 1. One has 
lim min d(r,r’) = +oo. 
n++a r/CA” 
IY’EK 
The following proposition provides useful information on the structure of the words 
of h2(S(A)). 
Proposition 2 (Carpi [3]). Giuen a, b E A, there exist 5, q E A* such that h2(b) = <au 
and, for all u, u E A* such that ubu E F(A), one has h2(u)&h2(u) E @(A). 
Roughly speaking, Proposition 2 ensures that if w E h2(F(A)) and aEA, then we 
can delete one occurrence of the letter a in w preserving its Abelian square-freeness. 
Moreover such a deletion can be operated in any prefixed segment of w belonging to 
h2(A). 
This result is very powerful if combined with Proposition 1, which ensures that if 
w E hk(F(A)) with a large k, then Abelian square-freeness is preserved by several 
deletions of letters, very far one from another, provided each deletion, alone, preserves 
Abelian square-freeness. 
In the sequel of this section, we shall use this technique to produce various Abelian 
square-free words with some interesting properties. 
Before, we need a technical lemma. 
Lemma 4. Ifcp:A*+A* ’ 1s an Abelian square-free morphism, then no proper factor 
of the word (~(012012) is an Abelian square. 
Proof. By contradiction, suppose 
q(012012)=&7-‘q, r N r’#e, 5126, 
<,r,r’,vEA*. Then one has 15]c]~(O)j, [t7)<\(p(2)1, otherwise the Abelian square rr’ 
would occur in 4412012) or (~(01201). < and q are, respectively, a prefix of q(O) 
and a suthx of (p(2). Thus, ~(012) = @rl, for some u E A*, and m’= u&k. One has 
Irl = jr’1 = ju~@l/2 > 14 and, therefore, r = us, r’ =s’u, qf = ss’, for some s,s’ E A*. 
Moreover, s N s’ since these words are obtained by deleting u in the commutatively 
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equivalent words r and r’. This yields a contradiction, since ss’ = rl is a factor of 
4420). 1 
For any alphabet A we define the subsets Ft(dc~ ), Fz( 9~) of 9~ as follows. One 
has (ao,ar,a2,u) E~~(_YA) if there exist U~,UZ EA* such that 
u = $(aow > - 44UlU2), ~OW~l~2~2 E F(A) (7) 
and (ao,al,a2,u) E Fz(~~) if there exist infinitely many pairs (UI,UZ) EA* x A* such 
that (7) is verified. Obviously, &(_f&) L 9t(Y~). 
Lemma 5. Let LX = (ao,al,az,u) E _& - 93(9~). Then there exist arbitrarily large 
n such that one can factorize h”(O) = &a~& h”(2)= &,a~& h”(20)= <lalri, with 
<i,<:EA*, i=O,1,2, and 
114K5:50~0) - ~(r;b) - u/I 653. 
Proof. Let UO, u1 be the shortest prefixes of h(0) which do not contain ao, al, respec- 
tively, and ~2 the shortest suffix of h(2) which do not contain a2. Then fix bi, cj E A 
(1 <i<p, 1 <j<q), such that 
$(bl b2 . ..bp)-$(c~c2...cq)=u++(~+1C/(~~v2a2). 
By Proposition 2, for a sufficiently large n, one can factorize 
h”(l) = toblt,b2t2..  bptp =soclslc2s2. . cqsq 
with ti,Sj E A*, Itil, IS~I >/2 * 85Ip+q and 
Sj-rSj, ti-lti, h”(O)so, h”(O)to,sph”(2), tqh”(2) E P(A). 
Set 
(8) 
s=s@q ***sq, t = tot1 . . . t,, 
h”(O) = UO~OVO = ulalrl, h”(2) = ~2~2~2, 
~1 = vlosh’V)vl, ~2 = mtr2. 
One has 
ICl(aoul) - ti(~u2) = Il/(aorosh”G’h > - $(almtvlz) 
= @4a2u2> - Il/(f~o) 
=u 
and 
h”(O)sh”(20)th”(2) = uoaoyosh”(2)u~a~~~t~~a~02 = vouou~a~u2a2v2. 
One cannot have h”(O)sh”(20)th”(2) E P(A), for arbitrarily large n, otherwise, by 
the previous equation, one would derive cx = (ao,at,a2,u) E 5549~). Thus, we suppose 
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that, for arbitrarily large n, h”(O)sh”(20)1/r”(2) contains an Abelian square rr’ (r, Y’ E A”, 
r N Y’ # E). Such an W’ cannot be a factor of h”(O)sh”(20)t or sh”(20)th”(2), otherwise 
respectively h”(01201) or h”( 12012) should contain a factor Z’, where ?, ? are obtained 
by suitably inserting letters bi, cj in Y, r’ respectively. One would derive A(?, F’) < p + 
q + Jr, r’) = p + q, since Y,Y’ are obtained by, at most, p + q insertions of letters in 
r, r’, and therefore by Proposition 1, )YY’ ) 6 ) i?’ ) d 2 .85Ip+q. Thus or’ should be a factor 
of one of the words (S), yielding a contradiction. 
Thus, we can suppose 
((I,<‘, EA”). One derives 
and therefore 
IlW:io) - 1cl(i$id - ull = W(s) - W2~oao)ll G29 (9) 
since J14j <7, i= 0,1,2. 
Define li, (I E A”, i = 0, 1,2, by setting <i = [iv;, [i = v$&, where vi is the shortest 
word satisfying these relations or, if such a ai does not exist, by setting ciait$’ = ii, 
$‘<i = ti, with IvyI minimal. One easily checks that 
One derives, in view of (9), 
The next proposition shows that, under suitable conditions, it is possible to find an 
Abelian square-free word of the form aoulalu2u2 with assigned ao,al,a2 and $(ut ) - 
$(u2 1. 
Proposition 3. Set 
~Y={(ao,al,a2,u)EZ4 I u<--W(al) or u>ll/(aoa2>} 
Then 9~ - (3: U %2(2’~)) is a finite Set. 
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E%of. Suppose (uo,~~,u~,u) E L&-(9: U 92(9~)). By Lemma 5, there are arbitrarily 
large y1 such that 
h”(O) = 52a2L WV = roao5;, h”(20) = had;, 
II44~;roao) - 4m5a1) - 41 G53 
(5i, t; EA”, i=O, 1,2). Set 
blb2... p b = O~~~{o,ko} lmax{0,kl}2maX{o,k2}3max{o,k3}, 
c = Omax{O,-ko) ~~~{O,-k~}~max{O,--k2}~max{O,-k~} qc2... 4 
(bi,ciEA, l<ibp, ldj<q) where (ko,kl,k2,k3)=~(5/l~oao)-~(~~51al)-u. Then 
one has 
@(blbz...b,)-$(clcz... cq)= wf:r0a0> - ll/(&LUl> - u, 
P+~=l~oI+I~ll+I~2I+~k~~dk~+k:+k~+k~~532. 
By Proposition 2, for a sufficiently large n, one can factorize 
h”(l)=tobltlb2t2...bptp=~O~l~1~2~2...~q~q 
with tiysi EA* satisfying (8), IsiI, ltjl>2 9 85’, 1=15p. Set 
s=soq . ..sq. t = tot1 . . . tp, 
~=a25;~tld:tto~o. 
For a sufficiently large n, one has w $ B(A). Otherwise, indeed, for ~1 = (S{tSop, 
u2 = (&5 )“? one would have 
1C/(aow) - $(a1f42)= bw:t50ao> - t4&51a1)=u, 
alp4 a1 242a2 = WM E P(A), 
and therefore, in view of the arbitrariness of n, (a~, al,a~,u) E F&L&). 
Thus one has 
w = iorr’C1, rwr’f8 
x for suitable CO, cl, r, r’ E A , 
h”(O)sh”(20)th”(2) = &lrr’i, g;, 
and 
_- _- 
h”(012012) = 52[oE”i15b, 
where j2, to, F; ?‘“, cl, $ are obtained by suitably inserting the letters bi, Cj in &, CO, r, r’, 
(1, C$ respectively. 
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By contradiction, suppose 1 c$&,\ 3 85’. Then one has 
h”-‘(012012) = ou, 4,1;, = P(O)&, h’(v) = &E’[& 
and u E B(A), by Lemma 4. One derives A(?,?)< p + q + d(r,r’)~53~, since ?,?’ 
are obtained by, at most, p + q insertions of letters in r, Y’. By Lemma 1, one derives 
lrr’l< I??1 <2.85’, and therefore rr’ occurs in one of the words (8). This yields a 
contradiction. 
We conclude that [&I< I?,[,,1 ~85 and, by a symmetrical argument, I & 1-c 85’. 
Set T = 8 .54 and suppose, by contradiction, 15rj< I[01 - T. Since 50, 4rar are both 
prefixes of h”(20), one has to= lrarv, for some VE_~* such that lzll &T. Moreover, 
since c$, <‘, are both suffixes of h”(20) and It’,1 =2.85” - I<11 - 132.85” - I[01 - 
1285”>((;\, one has $(5{)>$(5;). 
Set u’ = @(5{50a0> - $<<&Q> - u. N o component of u’ + $(a~) is larger than 54, 
for Ilu’+ti(u2>ll654, and no component of $(v) is smaller than 54, because any letter 
of A occurs at least once in any word of Fact(h(A*)) of length 8 and, consequently, 
at least 54 times in any word of Fact(h(A*)) of length T. One derives 
u - ICl(@oaz) = w:eoao) - $&5&) -u’ - $(aoaz> 
’ $(~I - (u’ + rCl(a2)) 
a 0. 
This yields a contradiction, because (a~, al, 4, u) E 2’:. Symmetrically, a contradiction 
is yielded if one supposes It’, 1-c I(; I - T. 
We conclude that I<, I 3 1501 - T, 1 C$ I3 Iti\ - T and, consequently, 
-Tdlt~all - ltoaol = 85” - It:] + I& 
6 85” - IC:I + T + Ir;l 
= 152~21 + T + IthI 
6 2.85’ + T, 
-W5’1l - Iti1 = 85” - I<lall + )52a21 
d 85” - I<oaol + T + I<zazl 
= lt2a21 + T + I&l 
<2.85*+T. 
Since 51~1, <ouo are both prefixes and & <i are both suffixes of h”(20), one derives 
d(~lal,Soao)f2.85’+T, &&5{)<2*85’+T, and consequently d(~~~Ou~,~~~lul)~ 
4.85’+2T. One derives ~~u~~ <4.85*+2T+53 and this inequality proves the finiteness 
of % - (9; u &@A)). 0 
Proposition 4. For all u, u’ E A* at least one of the following conditions is ver$ed: 
(9 IcI(u’) B G(u), 
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(iii) for all m > 0, there exist u”, w, w’ E A* such that 
II WNUU) W’NUU ’ “, WW’ E F(A), lww’l >m. 
Proof. Set 
u=blbZ...bp, u’=clc&..cq 
(bi, cj E A, 1 <id p, 1 <j < q). By Proposition 2, for a sufficiently large n, one can 
factorize 
h”(l)= tobltlbztz . . .b,t, =socls~c2s2.. .cqsq 
with ti,Sj EA* verifying (8), I&J, ISjJ >2.85’P+q. Set 
s=sosi . ..sq. t = tot1 .. . t,, w = h”(O)sh”(2), w’ = h”(O)th”(2). 
If IZ has been chosen sufficiently large, one has (WV’] >m, w N uu”, w’ N u’u” for 
suitable u”, u” E A* and also z&u” N h”(O)sh”(2)u’ N h”(012) N h”(O)th”(2)u N uu’u”. 
One derives u” N Y”. Thus, if WV’ is Abelian square-free, then (iii) is verified. 
If, on the contrary, NW’ = h”(O)sh”(2)h”(O)th”(2) 4 F(A), then proceeding similarly 
to the proof of Lemma 5 one finds 
h”(O) = lo& h”(20) = rii:, h”(2) = &1:, 
w;r2> - 1c1Gil) = $6) - $(t) = Icl(u) - 4Ku’). 
Set ~1 = (i~h”(l)l2~, ~~=($h”(l){i)~. If [&#E, then (wiw{r/l=~~h”(1201)~2 is 
a proper factor of h”(012012) and therefore, by Lemma 4, it is Abelian square-free. 
Moreover, if n is sufficiently large, one has Iwiw[l >m, WI N uuy, and wi N u’u:, since 
NW; ) - Nu’) = $(G,h”(l Ki) - rc/(u’) = W$“(l X2) - e(u) = $(wi) - $(u) = Il/(u’l’). 
In this case (iii) is verified. 
Finally, if ior; = E, then Ii/(u)-$(u’) = 11/(5;)-$(h”(O))+$(h”(2))-$([I) and from 
h”(20) = [I[‘, we derive that (i) or (ii) is verified, according to whether ]h”(2)/ d ][ij 
or not. 0 
For larger alphabets, we can state the following result. 
Proposition 5. Let A be an alphabet with Card(A)>5, ao,al,aa E A, and u E ZA. Then 
one of the following two conditions holds true 
(i) There exist &I,&, 82 E (0, 1) such that u = &$(a2) - 261$(a1) + Go$(ao). 
(ii) There exist u1,u2 E A*, such that aoulalu2a2 E 9(A*) and u = +(aoul)-+(aluz). 
Moreover, given U’ E ZA, ~1,242 can be chosen in such a way that $(aoul ) > u’, 
$(QU2)>U’. 
This proposition was proved in [2], in the case that Card(A)26 (the further con- 
dition $(uaui)>u’, +(uiu~)>u in (ii) was not explicitly stated, but it is an evident 
consequence of the proof). 
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The proof was based on a property of the Abelian square-free morphism of Pleasants 
[8] analogous to the property of the morphism of Kerinen stated in Proposition 1. To 
extend Proposition 5 to the case of a 5-letter alphabet, it is sufficient to replace in the 
proof the morphism of Pleasants with the morphism of Ketinen, which is defined on 
a smaller alphabet. 
By Proposition 5, one derives the following corollary. 
Corollary 2. Let A be an alphabet with Card(A)kS. Then 
Proof. By Proposition 5, the right member of Eq. (10) is included in 9x(_&), which, 
in turn, is included in %@I( PA). Thus it is sufficient to show that it contains Fl(_&). 
If (ao,al,a~,u)E.F~(~A), then there are ul,u2 EA* such that u=IC/(aoul)-Il/(alu~) 
and aoulalu2a2 E F(A). One derives, for all 80,81,82 E (0, l}, +(ao’-sou~a~61) # 
$(a1 I-& uza262), that is, ~(aoul)-~(a1u2)#G01C/(a0)-2~1~(al)+~(a2). Thus (uo,al,a2, 
u) belongs to the right member of Eq. ( 10). 0 
4. Abelian square-free substitutions 
In this section, we study conditions for Abelian square-free substitutions and substi- 
tutions with bounded Abelian squares. 
The first one concerns commutative injectivity. 
Proposition 6. Let A, B be two alphabets, with Card(A n dam(o)) 2 5. If D : A* -t B* 
is a substitution with bounded Abelian squares then it is commutatively injective. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume dam(a) = A*. By contradiction, sup- 
pose 0 is not commutatively injective. Then, we can find words u, u’ E A*, v E o(u), V’E 
I such that v - v’ but u + u’. Set u = Jl(u) - +(u’). By Proposition 5, for any a E A 
such that u 4 ($(a)) th ere are UI,UZ EA* such that u=Il/(ul)-$(uz), aulaupzfF(A). 
Moreover, one can assume $(aul)>$(u). One derives au1 - uu”, for some u” EA* 
and $(auz) = $(a~) - u = +(u’u”). 
Let v” E I. Then vv” E ~(uu”), v’v” E cr(u’u”), and therefore there are t E a(aul ), 
t’ E o(au2) such that t - vv” - v’v” N t’. From tt’ E o(aulauz), one derives tt’ E 
Y(o). 
Remark that (vv’l, and consequently Itt’l can be assumed to be arbitrarily large, since 
one can always replace u, u’, v, v’ by uw, u’w, VW, v’W where w E A* and W f b(w). 0 
To extend the previous result to substitutions defined on a 4-letter alphabets, one 
needs to add the hypothesis of commutative functionality. 
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Proposition 7. Let A, B be two alphabets, with Card(A) = 4 and a : A* + B* a com- 
mutatively functional substitution with bounded Abelian squares. Then a is commu- 
tatively injective. 
Proof. First, let us verify that E @ a(A). Suppose the contrary. Without loss of gen- 
erality, we can assume A= {0,1,2,3}, a(O)= E. Let h be the morphism of Keranen, 
considered in Section 3, and set h”(012) = Ow,, n 2 1, w E A*. Then w,Ow, E F(A), 
by Lemma 4, and therefore a(w,Ow,) = o(w,w,) C Y(o) for all n. 
Now, by contradiction, suppose there are U, u’ E A*, v E a(u), v’ E a(~‘) such that 
VNV’ but u+u’. 
By Proposition 4, if neither $(u’)Zll/(u) nor +(u’) <$(u), then for any n> 1, there 
are w, w’, u” E A* such that w - uu”, w’ N u’u”, Iu”I > n and ww’ E F(A), and one can 
proceed as in the case of an alphabet with 5 or more letters. 
If, on the contrary, +(u’)a@(u), then one has u’ N uu”, for some u” E A, and 
v’ N vu”, for all v” E a(~“). One derives v - vv”, that is, v” = E and therefore u” = E, 
UN u’, which contradicts our assumption. 
Symmetrically, one has UN u’ when $(u’)<$(u). q 
Our next goal is to find an effective characterization of commutatively functional 
Abelian square-free substitutions. 
Let 0 : A* + B* be a commutatively injective substitution. Then, we can consider 
the sets 
aiEA, Xi,yiEB*, XiyiEa(ai), i=O,1,2, 
Y’(o)= 
( 
~00l~lyl~2X2 uj GA*, vj E a(~+), j= 1,2, 
1 
9 
wlalu2a2 E F(A), ~0~1x1 -YIW~ 
{ 
aiEA, 
20= (ao,al,a2,~(lCl(xox2) - 249(x1)) Xi E Pref(o(ai)), 
1 
. (11) 
i=O,1,2 
If D is a finite substitution, then Y(rr) - Y’(o) is a finite, effectively computable 
set. Indeed, if YY’ E Y(o), Y N r’ # E, then there are ai E A, vi E a(ai), 1 <i <n, n > 1 
such that ala2 . ..a.E9(A)andrr’EFact(vlv2... v,). If r, r’ 6 Fact(o(A)), then one has 
Vi, =Xoyo, Vi, =Xlyl, Vi2 =X2y2, r=yoViO+l . ..Vi._lXl, r I =ylVi,+l . ..V+lX2. for suit- 
ablexk,ykEB*, k=0,1,2, l<’ <’ <’ < , zo , zt ,z2 , n, and therefore rr’ E Y(a). In other terms, 
the elements of Y(a) - Y’(O) have the form rr’ with r-r’ and either r E Fact(a(A)) 
or r’ E Fact(o(A)). 
Then to decide whether a finite substitution is Abelian square-free or has bounded 
Abelian squares, one is reduced to study Y’(a). 
The next Proposition provides a tool to check the finiteness or emptiness of Y’(cr). 
Proposition 8. Let A,B be two alphabets and a :A* -+B* a commutatively injec- 
tive and commutatively functional substitution. The set 9”(o) is &ite (respectively, 
empty) zf and only if 95(9~) n _YO = 0 (respectively, 91(9~) n SD = 0). 
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Proof. We shall prove that F~(TA) n Zg # 0 if and only if Y’(a) is infinite. In a 
similar way, one can prove that Fi(?&) n _YO # 0 if and only if Y’(a) is non-empty. 
Suppose Fz(9’~) n _Yb # 8. Then, there are ai E A, Xi E Pref(cr(ai)), i = 0, 1,2, and 
infinitely many pairs (~1, ~2) EA* x A* such that 
aoulalu2a2 EWA), 
$(aow) - ~(~1~2)=~(wOX2) - W(a)). 
Fix words uj E o(u~), j = 1,2 and yi E B* such that 
Xiyi E O(Ui), i = 0, 1,2. 
Then one has 
(12) 
(13) 
~oYovl~lY1~2~2y2E~~~o~l~l~2~2~C~~~;(~)), 
fqb&o3c2) -2$(x1))= ~(~(~OYOVl) - +hYlvz)). 
One derives I+!&x~) - 2$(x1 ) = +(x0 youi ) - t&i yt ~2) or, equivalently, 
(14) 
YOVlXl - YlV2X2, (15) 
and therefore, y0vixtyiv2xz E Y’(a). Letting (~1, ~2) vary between all the possible pairs, 
one obtains infinitely many elements of Y”(a). 
Conversely, suppose Y’(a) is infinite. Then we can find infinitely many tuples 
(~0,~1,~2,~0,x1,~2,~0,Y1,~2,~1,~2,~1,~2) EA3 x (Pref(44))3 x (Sufl(4A)))3 
x (A*)2 x (B”)2, 
with Vj E O(Uj), j = 1,2 satisfying Eqs. (12), (13) and (15). At least for one of the 
finitely many tuples (aa, u~,u~,xo,x~,xz, yo, ~1, yz), there are infinitely many 4-tuples 
(~1, ~2, vi, 2)~) satisfying such relations. Such tuples satisfy the equation 
3(ll/(XOX2) - 24+1))= ~(Ic/(~o~2Yowl) - $4wlY1~2~2)) 
= ~(WOYOVl) - b@lYlV2)) 
= ICl(aow ) - ti(UlU2 ). 
We conclude that (u~,ui,u~,~(uaui) - t+G(uiu~))~~~(~~)~-r%~. 0
Remark. In proving that Y’( 0) # 0 + Fl(2~ ) n _Tfo # 0 and Card( Y’( 0)) = 0~) + 
F2(_!&) n Z. # 0 one does not use the hypothesis of commutative functionality. 
Now, we can characterize commutatively functional Abelian square-free substitutions. 
Corollary 3. A commututively functional substitution o : A* -+ B* is Abelian squure- 
free if and only if it sutis$es the following three conditions: 
(i) a is commututively injective, 
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(ii) 9~(9~)flYc=0, 
(iii) Y(o) - Y’(o) = 0. 
Proof. If c is Abelian square-free, then (i) is verified, by Proposition 6. Once (i) is 
verified, in view of Proposition 8, one has Y”(c) = 0 if and only if (ii) and (iii) are 
satisfied. 0 
In a similar way, one proves the following result, concerning substitutions with 
bounded Abelian squares. 
Corollary 4. A commutatively functional substitution o : A* + B* such that Card(A) 
24 has bounded Abelian squares tf and only tf it satisJes the following two condi- 
tions: 
(i) (T is commutatively injective, 
(ii) &(YA) fl LTO = 0. 
By the Remark to the proof of Proposition 8, one obtains the following corollary. 
Corollary 5. A substitution o : A* -+ B* satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) of Corollary 3 
is Abelian square-free. A jinite substitution o : A” -+B* satisfying conditions (i) and 
(ii) of Corollary 4 has bounded Abelian squares. 
Corollaries 3 and 4 reduce the problem of deciding whether a commutatively fimc- 
tional substitution c : A* + B* is Abelian square-free or with bounded Abelian squares, 
to the emptiness problem of the sets F~(_!?A) n L.Y@, i = 1,2. For an alphabet with at 
least 5 letters, 9i ( $!‘A) = 9&~&) is described by Corollary 2. 
Proposition 9. There exists an algorithm to decide whether a commutatively func- 
tional finite substitution o is Abelian square-free (respectively, with bounded Abelian 
squares). 
Proof. We have seen that one is reduced to decide the emptiness of the sets Y&L%) n 
Yc, i= 1,2. 
If Card(A) 2 5, this problem is decidable, since _!ZV is finite and gi (9~ ) = &(L&) 
is co-finite by Corollary 2. 
Now, let us consider the case where A is a 4-letter alphabet. We claim that Fi(L&) n 
_Yo 2 92, where 9: is the set defined in Proposition 3. 
Indeed, proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 8, one can show that if (ao, al, a2, u) 
E &(L&) n Z,, then one has 
n = $(aoul ) - $(a1 u2 ), aoulalu2a2 E R(A), YOWI -YIWQ 
for suitable ui EA*, vi EO(U~), XiEPref(c(ai)), yjESulf(c(aj)), i= 1,2, j=O, 1. 
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If, by contradiction, one has u c - 2ll/(at ), then one derives ~&asui ai ) < II/( and 
therefore, for any Wi E o(ai), (i =O, l), Jl(ytu2xz)= Il/(y~v~x~)~Il/(w~v~w~)<~(v~)d 
Il/(yi V~XZ), which gives a contradiction. 
Symmetrically, a contradiction is yielded if one supposes u>tj(asa2), and therefore 
(ao,Q,~z,u)~q. 
Thus, 
and ,Fl(9”)n2’~,F&2?A)nLf~ are finite Sets. 0 
Remark. Unfortunately we do not know what are the elements of the finite sets 
gt(_Y~) n 92, F2( 2’~) n 92 considered in the previous proof. Thus, even if there 
exists an algorithm deciding whether a commutatively functional morphism, defined on 
4 letters, is Abelian square-free or with bounded Abelian squares, it remains unknown. 
This problem does not arise when one deals with alphabets with 5 or more letters, in 
view of Proposition 2. 
The last result concerns commutatively functional substitutions with bounded Abelian 
squares, defined on 5 or more letters. 
Proposition 10. Let A, B be alphabets, with Card(A) > 5 and (T : A* --) B* a commuta- 
tively functional substitution with bounded Abelian squares. Then Y(o) C_ o(A2). 
This result ensures that, under the considered hypotheses, to check the Abelian 
square-freeness of a word of 0(9(A)), it is sufficient to verify that its factors lying in 
o(A2) are Abelian square-free. 
Proof. By contradiction, let u E 9’(o) - Fact(o(A2)). There are r,v’ E B*, ai E A, Wi E 
a(ui), l<i<n, n>2 such that 
u=rr’, rwr’, 
UlU2 * . . an E ,%9, 
VW2 . . . w, = prr’q. 
(16) 
One can factorize 
pr=w1w2...Wil-1x1, 
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with 1 <io<<il Gi2 <<n, xj ~Pref(wi,), j=O, 1,2. One derives XOU=XO~~‘=W~~W~~+~. . . 
w+m and consequently iz - io> 1, for rr’$ Fact(o(& nF(A))). One easily finds 
~~~~2)~2~~~1)~~~wi~~i~+l~~~wi~-l)~Ic/~w~~wi~+l~~~wi~-l) 
and consequently, 
~:(Wgx2) - 2$h))=~(%&,+l . ..&.-I> - Jl(@,&,+i . ..@,-I>. 
that is, 
(ai,, ai, 9 ai,, $(%oQ,+l . ..ai._l)-~(aj,ai,+l...a~,_1))E~~. 
By Proposition 4, 9z(_YA) n PO = 0 and therefore, in view of Corollary 2, 
wi&l+1 ~~~~i~-1)~J/~~i~~i~+I~~~~i~-1)~GOJ/~aO)~~~1~~~l)+~2~~~2) 
for suitable 60,&, 82 E (0, 1) or, equivalently, 
q#ql+1 *.eUi,-1LZi, 
261 
N Qi,ail+l 
so A . . .a~,.-‘ajo ai* . 
By deleting ai$,i161 in both members, we get 
J-60 61 I-S, 
10 aio+l ee.Ui,_lUj, NUi, ail+1 
82 
. ..aiz_lLljz 
or 
or 
(p0 
ho+1 
sz-61 
10 
...0i2_112f~ -ai2 , 
according to whether io < il< i2 or io = il or il = i2. In all cases, (16) is contra- 
dicted. Cl 
In order to illustrate the results presented in this Section, we consider the following 
Example. 
Example. Let h : A* 3 A* be the morphism of Kergnen, defined in Section 3. For 
l~n<85~ and aEA, we denote by wa,,, the word obtained by deleting the n-th letter 
in h2(a). Consider the substitution G:A* dA* defined by 
NO) = {wo,3034), 
o(l) = {w1,2184,w1,6774}, 
a(2) = {w2,3459,w2,7199), 
o(3) = {w3,6349}. 
One has 
& C {(~0,&,~2,~0$4~0> - %J/(al) -I- J2J/(a2)>lai EL 4 E (0, I}, i=O, 1,2} 
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Consequently, Ft(9~) n _Ym = 0. Indeed, if one has 
vxaou1) - Na1u2) = ~o+@o) - 2hv?a1) + 62@@2) 
UREA, 6iE{O,l}, UjEA*, i=O,1,2, j= 1,2, then ao’-bo~la161,~~-61~2a~, nd
therefore UOU~U~U~U~ $9(A). By Proposition 8, 9”(a) = 0 and therefore 0 has bounded 
Abelian squares, which can be explicitly determined. It turns out that 
w1,6774w2,3459, w1,6774w2,7199, w2,7199w3,6349, w2,7199wO,3034 (17) 
contain Abelian squares, while any word of 0(9(A)) avoiding these four words is 
Abelian square-free. One can also consider the substitution cp :A* + A* defined by 
V(U) = @(a)) - CT1 u T2), 
where Tl is the set of the words containing one of (17) as a factor and T2 is the set of 
the words With W1,6774 or w2,71s9 asa suffix. Clearly, (p(F(A)) c_ @(F(A))) 2 0(9(A)) 
and Fact(cp(g(A))) do not contain any of (17). Thus cp is an Abelian square-free sub- 
stitution. 
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